Transforming the Mammography Enterprise

Automatically provides
breast density
assessments in
alignment with ACR 5th.
ed. guidance.
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Provides standardized
clinical image quality
evaluations on every
mammogram taken across
imaging centers and health
networks.

Automatically generates
short-term personalized risk
assessments using only
clinical factors derived from
standard DICOM image data.

densitas® intelliMammo™ Provides Actionable, Augmented,
Assistive Intelligence for Your Mammography Practice
Densitas® develops solutions for mammography and breast cancer screening that are designed to
reduce health care costs, increase quality and appropriateness of care, and align with value-based care
delivery models.
densitas® intelliMammo™ delivers intelligent solutions for continual quality assurance of mammography
clinical image quality, workflow efficiencies, compliance with national reporting standards, adherence to
accreditation requirements, and automated reporting and auditing capabilities.

densitas® intelliMammo™ is designed to boost mammography facility workflow efficiencies and reduce
administrative burden and radiologist burnout.
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Compliance

FDA MQSA EQUIP
Compliance
Minimize the administrative
burden of FDA MQSA EQUIP

Automated and
standardized clinical
image quality evaluation

Painless audits with
one-click
EQUIP reporting

compliance with the densitas®
intelliMammo™ A.I. engine.
Standardize clinical image
quality evaluation of all
mammograms taken across

Risk categorization in
alignment with
ACR guidance

Image tagging
and filtering for
accreditation
image selection

mammography facilities and
health systems. Flag poor
clinical image quality, identify
emerging trends, benchmark
performance, and track
corrective actions.

Standardized
assessments supporting
breast density
notification laws

Digitalized
documentation of
corrective actions
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Optimize
Mammography
Facility Workflow
Efficiencies
The densitas® intelliMammo™
platform integrates seamlessly
with existing IT infrastructure

Workflow Optimization
Use of processed
DICOM images
routinely archived in
PACS simplifies
reporting workflows

Enable current
and retrospective
analysis of standard
DICOM images

and reporting systems to
automate and standardize
labor-intensive tasks, providing
information on-demand for
reporting workflow
optimization.

Automated risk
assessment without the
need for extensive
patient clinical history

Intelligent on-platform
technologist training
recommendations
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Worklist prioritization
and filtering of reading
assignments

Combat
radiologist burnout

Value-Based Care
Support appropriate
follow-up screening
recommendations

Cost-effective health
care delivery
for sustainable
breast cancer
screening programs

Cost-Effectively
Improve
Mammography
Quality and Patient
Outcomes
densitas® intelliMammo™
offers technology supporting a
health care delivery model that
is cost effective and ensures

Improve
patient outcomes

Implement quality
assurance for every
mammogram taken

Support personalized
breast screening
follow-up protocols

quality and appropriateness of
care using evidence-based
embedded analytics.

Reduce technical recalls
that induce psychological
stress in patients
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Mitigate the Risk of
Burnout in Clinical
Care Teams
Optimize workflows and
minimize the administrative
burden on clinical care teams
by digitalizing processes and

Automation and Digitalization
Automatically detect
positioning errors at time
of image acquisition and
notify clinical care team

Use only standard
DICOM data for density
and risk assessment

using A.I. to automate and
standardize non-reimbursable
and time-consuming tasks.

Digital benchmarking,
reporting, trend detection,
root cause evaluation,
and continual
quality assurance

Prioritization, assignment,
and filtering of
reading worklists
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Digitalization of audit
reports for rapid reporting

Digitalized documentation
of corrective action

Standardization

Eliminate subjectivity
associated with
visual assessment

Improve reliability and
reproducibility over
visual assessment

Standardize
Performance
Measurement and
Benchmarking
Standardized measurements
from DICOM image features
provide breast density, breast
cancer risk, and clinical image
quality assessments that

Breast density,
clinical image quality, and
risk assessments are
made using standard
DICOM images

Two distinct algorithms
account for the amount
and presence of
localized areas of dense
tissue, consistent with
ACR guidance.
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eliminates subjectivity and
Risk assessments that
do not rely on selfreported risk factors have
greater validity

ensures actionable insights
across entire health systems.

Digitalized
documentation of
corrective actions
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Actionable,
Augmented, and
Assistive Intelligence
at Point-of-Care
The densitas® intelliMammo™
platform makes breast density

On-Demand Results

Automated results at
point-of-care and at time
of reporting

Actionable information
at time of
image acquisition

and risk assessments available
at point-of-care for developing
tailored breast screening
protocols and appropriate
supplemental screening. Image
quality assessments at point-ofcare that flag poor quality

Enterprise-wide
standardized
mammography
image metrics

Rapid personalized
breast cancer
risk assessment

images in the exam room,
reduce non-reimbursable
technical recalls, and boost
workflow efficiency.
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Point-of-care results for
worklist prioritization
and filtering

Advanced analytics
for evidence-based care
and customizable
quality reports

